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Worried sign industry
looks Jeffersontown

Jeffersontown's proposed new
sign-contr- ol ordinance has turned
out to be tough and effective --
much more so than the sign industry
apparently thinks it can stand.

Preliminary response from two
major sign firms suggest some key
provisionsof the proposal will havea
very rough time over the next few
weeks of city council study. These
are the prohibition against signs
lighted from the inside, the
prohibition against tall, elaborate
flashing signs and big billboards
and .most of all, the provision that all
illegal signs be taken down within
five years.

Thislast provision is, of course, the
very heart of the ordinance. Without
it, future controls of any substance
would leavetoday'ssignowners with
an unfair advantage over all who
come after. The only way to achieve
anything like a consistent, community-w-

ide pattern of sensible signs is
to work out some relatively prompt
system of clearing out today's

clutter.

It is perhaps too soon to support
the ordinance in all of its particulars.
It is a long and technical document.
But there is no doubt its principal
sponsor, Councilman Richard Maz- -

The beauty innuendo
In his first post-primar- y speech,

before the Lions' convention in
Jeffersontown last weekend, U.S.
Rep. M . Gene Snyder seems to have
outlined his general campaign
strategy. It looks like this: attack the
news media with innuendo, defend
motherhood and free enterprise, and
crawfish as long as possible on the
impeachment of Richard M. Nixon.

Congressmen who want to
sidestep the impeachment issue
haveaconvenientway.asMr. Snyder
has learned. They liken themselves
to grand jurors and refuse to
"pre-judg- e the case" in public until
the evidence is in. This would be
convincing except for theiobviously
public nature of the impeachment
process and the fact that congress-
men, including Mr. Snyder, prejudge
people and issues all the time.

Mr. Snyder repeatedly claims he
does not condone any wrongdoing.
Fine. Now, does he or does he not
condone Mr. Nixon's refusal to give
Congress the evidence it needs to
know the truth? That refusal is
crystal clear evidence of obstruction
of justice, but thus far anyway Mr.

Snyder'sslip, slideand duck oratory
shows he condones that wrong-
doing.

Mr. Snyder is determined no
candidate will out-fre- e enterprise
him, and this year he is using that
theme as a basis for attack on his
enemies.

First he praises our democratic,
profit-oriente- d system of govern-
ment to the skies -- - a position shared

It is something of a pain in the
neck to engage in this feud with
St. Matthews Mayor Bowling, but
again last week he took up most of
the regular city council meeting
with claims that this newspaper
has been engaging in "deliberate"
misstatements about him.

His rambling, confused com-
plaint did little to clarify the public
issue involved -- - the illegal
installation of a sewer from the St.
Matthews Community Center to
the Stonehenge Apartments and,
eventually, to the Metropolitan
Sewer District (MSD) lines. And as
usual, he refused to answer
questions which would help people
learn the truth.

As we understand them, these
are his charges and the facts:

He claims we deliberately con-
fused people by referring to the
city of St. Matthews as if it were
responsible for the sewer problems
at the St. Matthews Community
Center, a separate corporation.

That is pure nonsense. This
newspaper has never deliberately
tried to confuse anyone. Never. We
may have confused people, but not
deliberately.

The mayor claims we knew it to
be false when we reported the city,
rather than the center, had asked
for special meters to be installed to
measure flow into sewers from the
center.

We did not know it to be false. It

was a completely insignificant
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at
zoli, and its draftsman, City Attorney
Charles E. Ricketts Jr., are on the
right track. This is the sort of
approach which will give Jefferson-
town a new look in a few years - a
calm, orderly look which will be
noticeably less garish than the
remainder of the county.

It can be expected, therefore, that
the sign industry and its allies will
fight this ordinance with all they've
got. They realize, even if most
Jeffersontown residents do not as
yet, that if it is adopted by
Jeffersontown, it may become a
model for other sign-sicken- ed

communities in Jefferson County.
So far the sign lobby has

maintained what it calls "good
relations" with other governments,
meaning simply that mayors and
county judges have not done
anything much to control them. This
Jeffersontown proposal represents a
substantial threat to their traditional
ways, and they are not going to let it
happen without a fight.

As a result, those who support a
good sign control ordinance for
Jeffersontown and other local
communities, ought to be preparing
to show the city council they care,
and asking fora public hearing to do
so.

of
by nearly everyone.

Then he claims the impeachment
crisis threatens our system. This is
completely untrue; our system
anticipated crime in high office and
established the machinery to deal
with it. But if one makes the claim
with the folksy sincerity of Gene
Snyder, it can sound plausible
enough.

Finally, he points his finger at
the news media and, without
identifying anyone, says many
people --- particularly television and
newspaper reporters - are trying to
destroy the system. He even
claims we have "one of them right
here in this community."

A little like Professor Harold Hill
singing about "trouble right here in
River City," Mr. Snyder thus raises
the spectre of a subversive media
plot to promote impeachment and
links the conspiracy to someone
here at home.

The beauty of attack by
innuendo is the attacker never
really has to do battle. By not
identifying the subversives, he
need not prove his allegations. But
he can leave the impression these
"many people" surely include
anyone opposing him for reelec-
tion.

A great many candidates before
Mr. Snyder have campaigned for
office more against the media than
their opponent. It is perhaps a
measure of his insecurity that he
has begun his own campaign on
such a low level.

error which resulted largely from
the fact that all contact between
MSD and the community center
was conducted through Bowling.
Bowling's own correspondence
with MSD on this issue makes it
plain he identifies the city with the
center. The mayor was intent on
making a big thing out of this,
possibly to turn attention away
from the main issue; namely, who
installed the sewer without paying
the required fee?

The mayor claims we erred in
stating the sewer from the center
was tied into the MSD line.
Technically, he's right. It was
connected directly to a Stonehenge
Apartment line, which emptied a
short distance away into the MSD
line. Is that the sort of problem
that rates a Bowling diatribe?

It was not deliberate, we're sure,
but Mayor Bowling was himself
confusing when he referred to "our
agreement" with the developers of
the apartments. Was this an agree-
ment between him and the
developers, between the city and
the developers or between the
community center and the de-

velopers? The answer would
provide us all with more facts
about the origins of the sewer
snafu, but the mayor has not given
the answer.

Instead he cited "an inadvertent
error" by someone at the commun-
ity center which is somehow
related to the problem. What the

f

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Busing:
Dear Editor:

Your charge that ministers are
giving little moral leadership In the
busing issue made me want to ask,
"So, what else is new?"

Nevertheless, your concern is
commendable. As a friend of mine
says, "If the Church doesn't declare
the Christian conscience in our
time, who in heaven's name will?"

Too many ministers respond to

Indy 500

Dear Editor:

I have a question: why are curfews
not enforced in Valley Park?

It is 1 :30 am and the noise has just
died down for the night. Not thirty
minutes ago, I wasn't sure whether I

was at the Indianapolis 500, a
densely-populate- d beer joint, or in
my own home in Valley Park. The
teen-ager- s have really been at it
tonight! And, if some kind of
reasonable curfew isn't enforced
and soon, they will be at it all
summer long.

We awaken every morning to find
some new variety of garbage left in

our yard by kids. We have caught
some kids throwing junk in the yard
and have made them pick it up, but
no one can go without sleep forever
and that's how long we'd have to
stand on guard it we are to keep
them off and away from our yard and
property.

We pay taxes to support a police
force which in turn is supposed to
offer a little protection from such
things, right? I pay my taxes, but I

don't get my protection. Why not?

I am asking for curfew enforce- -

error was or how it was related, he
leaves to our imagination, but he
implies that nothing was his fault.
Community center people, curi-
ously, haven't any idea what
"error" he is talking about.

All during this mess, all in the
world this newspaper wanted to do
was explain to the people of St.
Matthews how the situation
developed and what was being done
to resolve it.

Mayor Bowling could, at any time,
simply have answered our questions
and that probably would

have been that. If he could not
bruise his ego by talking with The
Voice-Jeffersonia- n, he could have
leaked the data though some
underling. By his refusal, he has
been the prime cause of whatever
public confusion has resulted.

Other attempts by this news-
paper to get at the truth have
involved direct questioning of the
leaders of the community center
board of directors. On every
occasion, they stated categorically
they knew virtually nothing of the
problem. The mayor, they said, had
taken care of everything from the
installation to the discussion of
penalty fees.

For any errors, we apologize.
But when the main character in the
play refuses to talk and when he
controls most of the other actors,
the audience cannot help but be
confused.

Bowling's petty silence breeds confusion

a minister
current social issues like the
Georgia politician I read about who
declared, "We must follow the
people; are we not their leader?"

Yet, there is a real question as to
what constitutes the moral standard
in this country. Racially, the busing
issue may be "black and white", but
morally it is more complicated.

The following tests can be used
by persons of any faith or unfaith to
determine the basic morality of a
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ment - strict enforcement and
regular patrols through the

We were promised this
last summer (by former Mayor
Chambers) and, sure enough, the
patrol cars passed through regularly
--- for about two days. After that,
nothing.

It looks as though the same
will occur this

summer. That's why I want to see
something done now before it gets
even more out of hand. As a teacher,

The
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About . .

We really want your letters. To
Insure timely publication, we
have two bits of advice. First, ar-
range for them to arrive no later
than Monday morning of the
week you want it published. Do
not trust the mails to deliver your
letter in one or two days. They
sometimes fail. We have a mail
slot In our office door for 24-ho-

delivery and urge you to use It.
Second, we do not normally

publish anonymous letters, form
letters or copies of letters written
to other media.

Letters must be signed with
the name and address of the
writer. Names of writers will be
withheld only in unusual cir-

cumstances after consultation
with the editor. Letters are sub-
ject to editing to avoid libel or to
fit our limited space.

offers some ideas

comes to Valley Park

neigh-
borhood.

disturbances

letters.

position. I recommend their use.
Does this position square with

fact and truth?
Does this position square with

my conscience?
Does this position square with

my highest concept of love?
Does this position square with

humanitarian values?
Does this position square with

the spirit of community?

I work with teenagers each and every
day and I have learned that the more
they are allowed to get away with,
the more they will try to get away
with, generally speaking.

Now isthetimetostopthis. I urge
the people of Jeffersontown to
support me in this plea. Thank you.

Wanda Miller
9917 Robsion Road
Jeffersontown

Nixon awaits
Dear Editor:

I have noticed a touch of humor in
our national situation of late and
since we could all use a good laugh
at ourselves right now I would like to
share it.

It was brought to mind by a
television play the other night In

which Richard Chamberlain played a
big city doctor who came to a small
rural community to practice
medicine to "get away from the rat
race in the city." His story centered
around his problems in the village
with the competition he was feeling
from a local faith healer. The local
population, probably because they
had never been blessed with the
advantages of big city medical care,
had learned to live with the
blessings afforded by the faith
healer whose family had offered the
service for years. The doctor's
biggest problem was that the faith
healing actually worked and this
seemed unfair. No one should have
to compete against miracles.

Richard Nixon Is a man waiting for
a miracle. Praying men always wait
expectantly. He has done what he
could do and has gone as far as he
could go. He understood how to
reverse our national trend toward
anarchy which faced him when he
first took office. His presence in the
White House has brought fresh airto

Personally, I recommend another
test, and add it: Does this position
square with the Gospel of Jesus
Christ? Jesus said: "Do unto others
as you would have them do unto
you." In this light I ask myself,
"What am I doing?"

It seems to me that the real issue
in busing is not the transportation of
children away from neighborhood
schools; it is not the leveling of
quality throughout our city and
county public school systems; it IS
whether or not we want a unified
society!

The Warren report showed us that
we are developing two separate and
unequal societies in this nation.
That sort of e"

for me as to what the basic moral

issue is !n busing.
Busing is one way to work on the

problem. It is the legally determined
way. Nobody said it was the best or
only way. What the yellow school
bus can do is bring about an
exchange of people and !!? ityles.

Other institutions n society,
especially the Church, could
contribute some creativity by
fostering a variety of exchanges.
You see, moral leadership is more
than taking a position, it is doing
something positive to move an
idea.. In this case it is the unity of
our society!

I tend to determine my position on
busing in terms of where my little
boy will attend school and what may
happen to him. As a Christian I have
to broaden the scope of my concern
and determine my position in the
light of what is happening to ALL the
children in our time.

Even those who oppose busing
can give personal and moral support
to our educators who will carry out
the law. And, we all can restrain our
prejudices, keep our emotions
cooled, and our rhetoric tamed.

And, fellow ministers, hang in
there!

Rev. John A. Kirstein
Crescent Hill Presbyterian Church
142 Crescent Avenue

a miracle
that situation.

He has understood how to aim
effectively at world peace and his
administration has accomplished
miracles in our relations with China
and in the Near Eastern situation.

He has never claimed to be a saint
and is probably not too shocked to
be called to answerforhis mistakes,
but as a praying man he has to be
looking for a miracle. That Is why he
is stalling for time. He believes God
will act In his behalf.

The funny thing is that his
enemies too must be afraid that
somehow a miracle will bail him out
and this is why they are rushing
frantically for impeachment.

Our nation has grown strong on
such faith as our President's. Let's
not be too hasty this time and throw
out the baby with the wash. God Is
capable of performing miracles In
His own good time when men pray In
faith.

And why not! God is building for
eternity. The only people who are in
a hurry to act for Impeachment are
those who see nothing but the
human situation. They are the true
atheists. Those who acknowledge
God's power can afford to wait.

Mrs. Patsy C. Watkins
7321 Maria Avenue
Bancroft


